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Abstract.

Alias periods and wavelengthsfor the M:, S:, N:, K•, O•, and

P• tidal constituentsare calculatedfor TOPEX/POSEIDON. Alias wavelengths
calculated in previous studies are shown to be in error, and a correct method is
presented. With the exceptionof the K• constituent, all of these tidal aliasesfor

TOPEX/POSEIDON have periodsshorterthan 90 days and are unlikelyto be
confoundedwith long-period sea surfaceheight signalsassociatedwith real ocean
processes.In particular, the correspondencebetween the periods and wavelengths
of the M: alias and annual baroclinic Rossbywavesthat plagued Geosat sea surface
height data is avoided. The potential for aliasing residual tidal errors in smoothed
estimates of sea surface height is calculated for the six tidal constituents. The
potential for aliasing the lunar tidal constituentsM:, N:, and O• fluctuateswith
latitude and is different for estimates made at the crossoversof ascendingand
descendingground tracks than for estimatesat points midway between crossovers.
The potential for aliasingthe solar tidal constituentsS:, K•, and P• variessmoothly
with latitude. S: is strongly aliased for latitudes within 50 degreesof the equator,
while K• and P1 are only weakly aliased in that range. A weighted least squares

methodfor estimatingandremovingresidualtidal errorsfrom TOPEX/POSEIDON
sea surfaceheight data is presented.A clear understandingof the nature of aliased

tidal error in TOPEX/POSEIDON data aids the unambiguous
identificationof
real propagatingsea surfaceheight signals.Unequivocalevidenceof annual period,
westwardpropagatingwavesin the North Atlantic is presented.
1.

Introduction

errors in SSH data.

Because these tidal

errors have the

same periods as the tides, they alias in exactly the same
manner. While future tide models are expected to rethe ocean tide is a large component of the signal mea- duce the magnitude of tidal error, it is unlikely that any
sured by satellite altimeters. The six most energetic tidal model will reduce global tidal error to completely
constituents of the ocean tide are the M2, S2, N2, K1, insignificant levels.
O1, and P1 tides. The amplitudes of these constituents
The presence of significant aliased tidal errors in
are large enoughto obscureother SSH signalsof oceano- Geosat SSH data is well established[Jacobset al.,
graphic interest. Becausethe semidiurnal and diurnal 1992; Perigaud and Zlotnicki, 1992; $chlax and Chelperiods of these tides are much shorter than the sam- ton, 1994]. Detectingaliasedtidal errorsin GeosatSSH
pling interval of any satellite altimeter, these tidal sig- data was complicated for two reasons. First, the orbit
nals will appear in altimeter SSH data as aliased sig- errors and other measurement errors in Geosat data are
nals at periods much longer than semidiurnal and di- large enough to obscurethe aliased tidal errors unless
urnal. The discrepancy between tidal period and al- appropriate correctionsare applied. Second,the Geosat
timeter sampling interval also causesspatial aliasing of orbit configurationaliasedthe most energetictidal conthe tidal signals[Cartwrightand Ray, 1990; Jacobset stituent, the M2 tide, into a westward propagating sigal., 1992]. Becausethe tides are an unwantedsignal nal with nearly the same period and wavelengthas the
for most applications of SSH data, a primary step when first baroclinicmodeannualRossbywave[Jacobs
et al.,
processingaltimeter data is the removal of model-based 1992]. This unfortunatecharacteristicof Geosathas
estimates of the major tidal constituentsfrom the SSH lead to confusion and controversy regarding the presdata. No tidal model will perfectly reproduce the true ence of both Rossby waves and aliased tidal errors in
ocean tide, so there will always be some residual tidal Geosat SSH data.

The variationof seasurfaceheight (SSH) causedby

SSH data from the TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter
missionare, to a large extent, free from these complica-
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root-mean-square
(RMS) of the GEM-T2 orbits availablefor Geosat[Cheltonand$chlax,1993;Haineset al.,
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1994]to lessthan 5 cm RMS for TOPEX/POSEIDON
[Tapleyet al., this issue].Mostimportantly,the 9.9156day repeat orbit of the TOPEX satellite was selectedso
that, with the exception of the K1 constituent, aliased
tidal errors would not be confoundedwith signalsas-

24

sociatedwith real oceanprocesses
[Parkeet al., 1987].
TOPEX/POSEIDON data thereforeprovidean oppor-

•t

tunity to distinguish between aliased tidal errors and
real Rossbywave propagationin SSH data.
The objective of this study is to examine the charac-

At

teristicsof aliasedtidal errorsin TOPEX/POSEIDON
SSH data. The six principal tidal constituentsare studied, but it is likely that only the errors in the M2 and S2
constituents are energetic enough to be important for

Ax

analysesof data from TOPEX/POSEIDON.
The periods and wavelengthsof the tidal aliasesfor

TOPEX/POSEIDON are derived in section2. The
potential for aliasing these constituents into smoothed
estimates

of SSH is discussed in section 3.

ß

Section 4

I

9

containsexamplesof tidal error aliasing, and a simple
method for estimating and removingtidal errors from
SSH data is described in section 5.

New evidence of

annual baroclinic Rossbywavesin the North Atlantic is
presented in section 6.

2. Tide Aliasing in

TOPEX/POSEIDON
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Figure 1. Samplingtimes relative to an arbitrary referenceversusthe longitudesof adjacentascendingground
tracks for the 10-day TOPEX orbit along an arbitrary
latitude. At = 9.9156 days is the repeat period of the
satellite. Ax = 2.835ø is the longitudinalspacingof the

tracks. 6t = 2.967daysis the (eastward)relativeshift

Data

between time seriesat adjacent longitudes.

Aliased tidal signalsappear as propagatingwaves Because of the time shift, 6t, different phasesof that
in time-longitude sectionsof SSH. To understand how

harmonic are sampled by the two time series. The dif-

tidal signalsaliasinto TOPEX/POSEIDON data, it is ference in the phase of the tidal harmonic observedat
necessaryto considerhow TOPEX/POSEIDON sam- nearest-time points on adjacent ascendingtracks is
ples the sea surface. Figure 1 is a plot of the time-

6• - 2•r(f6t- [f6t + 0.5]).

longitudecoordinates
sampledby TOPEX/POSEIDON
on ascending ground tracks along an arbitrary latitude. At each of 127 longitude nodes separatedby
Ax -- 2.835ø, there is a time seriesof SSH observations with samplinginterval equal to the orbital repeat
period of At = 9.9156 days. The time seriesat adjacent
longitudenodesare shiftedin time by 6t = 2.967 days,
with positive time shift to the east.
Calculating the alias period is straightfoward. Let
f be the frequencyof the tidal constituentin question.
Two measurement points separated by the time interval
At are separated by fat cyclesof the tidal harmonic
and a correspondingphase differenceof

-

Becausethe time seriesat adjacent nodessample these
different phasesof the tidal harmonic, the aliased signals at those nodeswill relatively be shifted in phase.
Let • and •2 be the phasesof the aliasedtidal signal
for two adjacent longitude nodes. Let t• and t2 be the
sample times of two points on adjacent ground tracks
with t2- t• = 6t. Without loss of generality, let the

simpleharmonicsin(2•rft) representthe tidal signal.
Becausethe tidal signal must equal the aliased signal
at the sample points of both time series,

sin•aatl
+•1 - sin(2•r/tl)

- [fat +

where Ix] is the greatestintegerlessthan x [Parkeet
al., 1987;Jacobset al., 1992].Measurements
separated

sin

t2 +

where6•bxis the difference
in tidal phasegivenby (2),

in time by integer multiples of

Ta - 2•rAt/64

(2)

(lb)

sample the same phase of the tide. The tidal harmonic
is thus aliased to a harmonic with period Ta.
If the amplitude and phase of a tidal constituent are
locally constant, then the same tidal harmonic is sam-

and again, the tidal harmonic is assumedto have locally
constant amplitude and phase. The differencein phase
of the aliased signalsat the adjacent nodesis
2x

- ½2 -

-

The spatial aliasing of tidal signalsis causedby the
pled by the time series at adjacent longitude nodes. juxtaposition of the phase-shiftedaliasedsignalsat ad-
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jacent nodes. Straight lines connectingpoints of equal
phase on the aliased signals appear as wave fronts in
time-longitude sections. There is an infinite number of
these loci of constant phase, and hence,an infinite number of spatial aliasesfor eachtidal constituent. Consider
the aliased tidal signals at adjacent longitude nodes.
The aliased signals have period Ta and are shifted in
phase by 5%bx.Becausethis phase shift correspondsto

wavelengthsmuch shorter than Ax. The aliases of a
given tidal constituent may be illustrated by sampling
a spatially uniform harmonic with the tidal frequency

Ta(k + 5%bx/2•r),
where k is an integer. The slopeof

ing Ax = 2.835ø for TOPEX/POSEIDON, and thereforecannotbe observed.The aliasedS2tide (Figure2b)

at the TOPEX/POSEIDON samplingpoints and contouringthe result. The aliasedM2 tide (Figure2a) ap-

pears as the superposition of plane waves with period
62.11 days and wavelengths A0 = 9ø and /•-1 = 4.14ø,
traveling in opposite directions, with the longer wavea temporalshift of Ta(5%bx/2•r),
pointsof equalphase length wave traveling to the east. The other alias waveon the two aliased signals are separated in time by lengths are all considerablyshorter than the node spac-

these constant phase lines in the time-longitude plane

has period 58.74 days, westward traveling components
with /k0 = 179.96ø and /kz = 2.79ø, and an eastward
traveling component with /k-z = 2.88ø. The higherorder alias wavelengthsof S2 are all much shorter than

is

+
Ax

'

which correspondsto an aliasingwavelengthof

Ax.

• - k+5%b•/2•r'

Table 1 containsthe TOPEX/POSEIDON alias pe-

(3b)riods,

The pattern of aliasingfrom a given spatially uniform
tidal constituent is the superposition of plane waves
with period Ta and wavelengthsAk. In practice, the
temporal and spatial separation of satellite observations renders unobservable those spatial aliases with

primary alias wavelengths /k0, and secondary
alias wavelengths /k_z and /kz, for the six tidal constituents. These are the three longest alias wavelengths
for each tidal constituent and are the only aliaseslikely
to be observed

in smoothed

SSH fields constructed

and troughs of the plane wavescorrespondingto the pri-
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Figure 2. Contour plot of TOPEX samplesof a single harmonic with unit amplitude and

spatiallyuniformphaseat (a) the M2 frequencyand (b) the S2 frequency.The contourinterval
is 0.25. Solid and dashedcontoursdenote positive and negativevalues,respectively.The wave

frontscorresponding
to the observable
secondary
aliasesare markedby solid(/k-z) and dashed
(/k1) lines.
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Table 1. Tidal Periods,TOPEX Alias Periods,and the Three LongestAlias Wavelengthsfor the Six Major
Tidal

Constituents

Tide

Period,
hours

Ta,
days

A- x,
deg

X0,
deg

Xx,
deg

M•.
S•.
N•.
Kx
Ox
Px

12.420601
12.
12.658348
23.93447
25.819342
24.06589

62.11
58.74
49.53
173.19
45.71
88.89

4.14 W
2.88 E
4.14 E
2.86 E
4.09 W
2.86 E

9.00 E
179.95W
9.00 W
359.90W
9.23 E
359.90W

2.16 E
2.79 W
2.16 W
2.81 W
2.16 E
2.81 W

The direction of propagationfor eachalias is denotedas E for east and W for west.

mary aliasfor the six tidal signalsfor TOPEX/POSEI-

are far removed from those of any realistic oceano-

DON are plotted in Figure 3. As Figure 3 and Table 1 show, the primary S2, N2, P1, and K1 aliases
are manifested as westward propagation. The periods and wavelengthsof the first three of these aliases

graphicsignal. The nearly semiannualperiod of the
K1 alias, coupledwith its longwavelength,couldresult
in confoundingthis alias with large-scale,semiannual
signalsin SSH. In TOPEX/POSEIDON data the M2
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Figure 3. Crestsand troughs(solidand dashedlines,respectively)
of the propagatingwavesto
whichtidal constituentsaliasin TOPEX SSH data, for the tidal constituents(a) M2, (b) S2, (c)
N2, (d) K1, (e) O1, and (f) Fl.
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alias (whichwas easilymisinterpretedas annualbaro- Table 3. ERS 1 Alias Periods and the Three Longest
clinicRossbywavepropagationin GeosatSSH data) is Alias Wavelengthsfor the Six Major Tidal Constituents
an eastward propagating signal with a 62-day period
that is easily distinguishedfrom Rossbywaves or other
westward propagating signals of interest. It is likely
that these primary aliaseswill be readily distinguished

in TOPEX/POSEIDON SSH data. The shorter-wavelength, secondary aliases, on the other hand, could be
misinterpreted as eddy or other short-scale SSH variability.
For reference,the alias periods and wavelengthsof the
six tidal constituents for Geosat and the 35-day repeat
orbit of ERS 1 are presentedin Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The repeat period of Geosat was 17.05 days,
with Ax -- 1.475¸, and 6t - 3.0048 days. The repeat
period of ERS 1 is 35.0 days, with Ax = 0.719¸. The
complex pattern of ground tracks associatedwith the
ERS 1 35-day repeat orbit causesa periodic interruption in the otherwise regular tidal aliasing. Ten pairs
of adjacent ascendingtrack nodes are separated in time
by 6t - 15.998 days, followed by two pairs separated
by -1.502 days. The aliasing wavelengthspresentedin
Table 3 use the longer time separation.

Tide

Ta,
days

/•-1,
deg

/•0,
deg

/•1,
deg

M2
S2
N2
K1
O1
P1

94.49
0
97.39
365.25
75.07
365.25

0.67 E
oc
0.62 W
0.72 W
0.66 E
0.72 E

8.79 E
oc
4.29 W
359.65 E
8.58 E
359.57 W

0.78 W
oc
0.86 E
0.72 W
0.79 W
0.72 W

The direction of propagation for each alias is denoted as
E for east and W for west.

SSH derived

from

altimeter

data.

Smoothed

estimates

are usually obtained by applying some type of linear
smoother to the SSH data, wherein the smoothed esti-

mate• is a weighted
average
ofthedata:
n

-

(4)
j--1

Previousauthors[Cartwrightand Ray, 1990; Jacobs In equation(4), c•j are the smootherweights,whilexj,
et al., 1992] calculatedalias periodsand wavelengths yj, and tj are the longitude,latitude, and time of the
for Geosat. Their method consideredonly the primary SSH datum h(xj, yj, tj), respectively.
aliasand usedthe phaseshift givenby (2) to calculate

Consider a spatially uniform tidal error with fre-

quency f, amplitude E
the alias wavelength, rather than the correct form given
by (3a). The useof (2) leadsto errorsin the calculated arctan(a/b), written as

=

v/a• +b •, and phase

alias wavelengths. These errors are largest for the solar
,(x, y, t) = a cos(2•rft)+ bsin(2•rft).
tidal constituents.For Geosatthe useof (2) whencalculating A0 for S2, K• and P• leads to values of 153.12¸, The weighted average of this error will be incorporated
112.84¸ , and 428.07¸ , respectively. Comparison with into the smoothedestimate(4) as

Table 2 showsthe large discrepancybetweenthe correct
wavelengths and these incorrect values. The incorrect
method yields Geosat alias wavelengthsof 7.58¸, 4.58¸,
and 7.10¸ for the lunar tidal constituentsM2, N2, and
O•, which differ from the correct values by a smaller
amount.

n

n

• -- aZ c•jcos(2•rftj)
+ bZ c•jsin(2•rftj).
j=•

j=•

The magnitude of this expression depends upon a, b,

and the sumsof the harmonicterms. If the times, tj,
coincide with phasesof the tidal error that causethose
sumsto be small, then • will be small, regardlessof the

3. Tide Aliasing Potential in

TOPEX/POSEIDON

amplitudeof the tidal error. If the tj are distributedso

Data

that either of the sumsis not negligible,then, depending
on the phase of the tidal error, • may be large enough

Aliasedtidal errorsare mostreadily observedin timelongitude plots of SSH. These plots are constructed to contaminatethe estimate(4). In this casethe highfrom uniform space-time grids of smoothed estimates of frequencytidal error has been aliasedinto the smoothed
estimate.

Followingthis reasoning,$chlax and Chelton[1994]
Table 2. Geosat Alias Periodsand the Three Longest proposed the aliasing statistic
Alias Wavelengthsfor the Six Major Tidal Constituents
n

Tide

Ta,
days

M•.
S•.
N•.
K1
O1
P1

317.13
168.82
52.07
175.45
112.95
4465.59

,k-l,
deg
1.25
2.46
1.08
1.47
1.25
1.47

E
W
W
W
E
W

]fk(f)l-

,k0,
deg
8.00
179.95
4.09
359.89
8.18
359.88

deg
W
E
E
E
W
E

1.81
1.49
2.31
1.48
1.80
1.48

W
E
E
E
W
E

The direction of propagation for each alias is denoted as
E for east and W for west.

exp(-2riftj)

(5)

j--1

as a diagnostic for the presence of tidal aliasing in a
smoothed

estimate

of SSH. If the tidal

error

with

fre-

quencyf has locally constantamplitud•e
and phase,
then it is easy to show that I•l
Elh(f)l [$chlax

andCneUon,
994]. EIA(f)[ is an upperboundfor
the amplitudeof the aliasedtidal s•gnaladmittedto
the smoothedestimate(4). When IA(f)I is near zero,
the estimate is not contaminated by aliased tidal er-

24,766
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ror. WhenIlk(f)] is nearunitvalue,thetidalerror
may be incorporated into the estimate, depending on
the amplitude and phase of the tidal error. Because

(b)
0.8

I.•(f)l provides
onlyanupperbound
to thefraction
of
the tidal error that might be incorporated into a given
estimate of SSH, it is a measure of the potential for
aliasing. The utility of the aliasing statistic is that it
provides a quantitative measure of how a set of points,

0.0

•xj, yj, tjl j = 1,... , n), samplea givenfrequency
component, and how that component is averaged in a particular estimate based on those points.

(d)
0.8

Thevalueof I.•(f)] fora specific
estimate
madeat
the crossingof ascendingand descendinggroundtracks

(crossover
points)is stronglydependenton the time interval betweenthe sampleson the two tracks [Schlax
and Chelton,1994]. When there are no missingdata,
this time interval dependsonly on latitude. It is therefore possibleto calculate the potential for tidal aliasing at crossoversas a function of latitude alone. Fig-

0.0

0.8

(e), , i , , i , , i , ,j

ure4 shows
thevariation
of [•(f)l withlatitudefor
the six tidal constituents consideredhere, for smoothed
estimates

made at crossovers.

Three

estimates

with

different degreesof smoothing are consideredat each
o
15
30
4-5
60
0'00
15
30
45
crossover.Values of the aliasing statistic are presented
Latitude
Latitude
for loessestimates[Cleveland,1979; Cheltonet al.,
1990] with spatial half spans,s, of 4ø, 6ø, and 8ø in Figure4. Variation
of fk(f)l withlatitudeforloess
latitude and longitude and a temporal half span of 30 estimateswith half spanss = 4ø (solidline), s = 6ø
days. The loesssmootheris effectivelya low-passfilter (dashedline), and s - 8ø (dottedline), madeat the
withcutofffrequency
equalto approximately
s-• [Chel- crossingof ascendingand descendinggroundtracks for
(a) M•, (b) S•, (c) N•, (d) K•,
ton and $chlax, 1994]. The large temporalhalf span the tidal constituents
insures that both the aliasing statistic and the resolu- (e) O•, and (f) P•.
tion characteristics

of the estimates

are constant with

respect to the time at which the smoothed estimate is

monotonically toward the poles. For latitudes higher

made [Cheltonand $chlax,1994]. Becausethe aliasing than about 50ø, the poten•tialfor aliasingthesetidal
statistic is very nearly symmetric about the equator, constituents
is high, with IA(f)l • 0.5. Conversely,
the
only northern hemispherevaluesare plotted. The val- aliasingstatistic for the semidiurnal S2 tide is maximum

uesof Ifk(f)l presented
hereassume
thatthereareno

at the equator and decreasesmonotonically toward the

data dropouts. The presenceof data dropoutscan cause

poles.ForS2,Ifk(f)l• 0.5foralllatitudes
within50ø

I.•(f)l to differsignificantly
fromthese
idealvalues,
depending on the number of dropoutsand their temporal
distribution.

of the equator. Smoothed SSH in the latitude band
that comprisesmost of the open ocean are susceptable
to aliasing of S2 tidal errors.

The potential for aliasing the lunar tidal constituents
TOPEX/POSEIDON groundtracksare separatedby
M2, N2, and Ox fluctuates rapidly with latitude and Ax -- 2.835ø of longitude. Time-longitude sectionscondecreasesas the half span of the estimate increases.Of structed from estimates made at crossovers will have
the three values of s consideredhere, the worst case is this spatial samplinginterval. Accordingto the samwhen s - 4ø, for which the aliasing statistic is com- plingtheorem[e.g.Priestly,1981],any spectralenergy
monlygreater^than
0.5. Thereare a fewisolatedlati- at wavelengths shorter than 2Ax -- 6ø of longitude
tudeswhere ]A(f)l is small and any aliasedtidal error will be aliased into the time-longitude grid. If aliassignals will be attenuated, regardlessof the amplitude ing is to be avoided, the estimates must be smoothed
of the tidal error. The aliasing statistic shows similar su•ciently to exclude these signals, requiring s •_ 6ø
behavior when s - 6ø and s - 8ø, but with smaller for the loess smoother. Time-longitude sections with
values at all latitudes.
a grid spacing finer than Ax can be constructed usThe aliasing behavior of the solar tidal constituents ing smaller spans s in an attempt to provide higher
S•, Kx, and Px is markedly different. The aliasing resolution sea level fields and still avoid aliasing. Ideally, additional estimates at the points lying midway bestatistic for these constituents changessmoothly with
latitude and does not depend on s. Increasing the tween the crossoversreduce both the spatial sampling
amount of smoothing does not mitigate the aliasing interval and the degree of spatial smoothing required
by the sampling theorem by one-half. Care must be
of these constituents, as in the case of the lunar tidal
constituents. The aliasing statistic for the diurnal K x taken, however, not to reduce the amount of smoothing
and P x tides is minimum at the equator and increases below that consistent with the resolution capability of
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Intuition suggeststhat tidal error aliasing should dethe altimetergroundtrack pattern [Cheltonand$chlax,
1994].If time-longitudesections
includingestimatesat creaseas s increases,becausea larger span incorporates

the midpoints are constructed,it is important to understand the aliasing characteristicsof those estimates.

more data

into each estimate.

This

is not true for the

lunar tides when estimates are made at midpoints. The

Figure5 shows
thevariation
of ].•(f)] withlatitude
for mostsurprisingresultfromFigure5 is that, for the luthe six tidal constituentsand three half spans, for estimates at the midpointsbetweencrossovers.Again, it

nar tides, [A(f)[ is greaterfor estimateswith s - 6ø

than it is when s = 4ø at most latitudes. This apparmustbenotedthatthesevalues
of ]•(f)l arederived ent paradox can be resolvedby consideringagain how
assumingno data dropouts.
tidal errors are incorporated into the smoothed estiThe aliasing statistic for the S2, K1, and P1 con- mates. Increasing s from 4ø to 6ø at a midpoint does
stituents is the same at midpoints and crossovers.The
not necessarily reduce aliasing because the additional
valuesof the aliasingstatistic for the M2, N2, and O1 points do not necessarilysample the appropriate phases
constituents are qualitatively similar to those observed of the tidal error signal. This is demonstrated by Figat crossoversin that, for given s, maxima and minima ure 6, which plots the phases of the M2 harmonic that
are included in the smoothed estimates at crossovers
of Ifk(f)loccur
at thesame
latitudes.
Thedependence
of Ifk(f)lons ismorecomplicated
forestimates
at the and midpoints at latitude 26.9øN. In Figure 6a, for a

midpoints. For the latitudeswherealiasingis a concern, crossover,the phases sampled when s = 4ø are evenly
distributed. The extra points included when s = 6ø also
evenly
sample the tidal harmonic. For both casesthe
the value obtained at crossovers. This reduction occurs
sampled
phasesof the M2 harmonic average to a small
because data from adjacent crossoversare included in
value,
little
aliasing
occurs,
and[,•(f)[ issmall.At the
smoothedestimatesconstructedat midpoints, leading

thevalueof •(f) l whens - 4øisapproximately
halfof

to a sampling of the tidal phasesthat is lessfavorable for
aliasing. The factor-of-two differencebetween the aliasing potential at crossoversand midpoints with s = 4ø
couldresult in very complicatedpatterns of aliasedtidal
error in time-longitude sectionscomprisedof estimates

crossovers,
increasing
s thusdecreases
[,•(f)[. In Figure 6b, at a midpoint, it is clear that when s = 4ø, the
data points are evenly distributed over the harmonic,
but increasing s to 6ø results in preferential sampling of

onehalf of the tidal period.This nonuniform
sampling

at bothcrossovers
andmidpoints.
Fors - 6ø, Ifk(f)l of the tidal harmonicresultsin a largervalueof
is also smaller at midpoints than at crossoversfor most
latitudes, but the reduction is not as large as it is for

whens=6

s:4

der of this article are constructed
from loess estimates
of SSH at crossovers with s = 6 ø. This choice of es-

ø.

'

'

I

'

'

I

'

'

I

'

'

(b)

0.8

ø than

whens=4

ø.

The time-longitude sectionspresentedin the remain-

timate spacing and smoothing parameter retains sufficiently short-wavelength SSH signalsfor the purposesof
this study and avoids the complex manifestion of tidal
aliases that arises in time-longitude sections with es-
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 3, for estimates made at
locations midway between crossoverpoints.

Figure 6. Phases of an M2 tidal harmonic sampled

by data in estimatesat 26.9øNfor which s = 4ø (solid
circles)and s = 6ø (opencircles)for (a) a crossover

pointand (b) a midpoint.Only data for whichc•j _>
0.25 (seeequation(4))are included.
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timates at both crossoversand midpoints. Reference
to Table I showsthat this degreeof smoothingshould
be sufficientto effectivelyeliminate all but the primary

stituents studied here alias to periods shorter than 90
days. To further enhance these short-period signals,
Figure 7b was high-passfiltered in time by applying

aliases
in the time-longitude
sections.
The results•
pre-

a one-dimensional

loess smoother

to the time series of

estimatesat each crossoverand subtractingthe tempoon estimation location and smoothingparameter s and rally smoothed time seriesfrom the original. The half
show that care must be taken to insure that aliased tidal
span of the smootherwas 100 days, so that the higherrors do not obscuresignalsfrom other oceanprocesses passfiltered time-longitudesectionin Figure 7c displays
only features with periods shorter than 100 days.
in high-resolutiontime-longitude sections.
There is clear evidencefor a coherent,eastwardpropagating
SSH signal in Figure 7c. Comparison with
4. Examples of Aliased Tidal Errors in
Figure 3a revealsthat this propagatingsignal has the
TOPEX
Data
same wavelength and period as the primary M2 alias

sentedhereillustratethe complexdependence
of

A seriesof time-longitudesectionsare presentedto
illustrate the presenceof aliased tidal errors in SSH
data from TOPEX/POSEIDON. Thesetime-longitude
sectionscomprisesmoothed SSH estimatesobtained by
applying a loesssmoother to residual SSH data. The
SSH data used in this study were obtained from cycles2-40 of the geophysical
data records(GDRs) producedfor the NASA altimeter (hereinafterreferredto
asTOPEX) on boardTOPEX/POSEIDON. Data from
cycles 20 and 31 were not used here, becauseduring
these cycles the POSEIDON altimeter was in opera-

for TOPEX/POSEIDON. Contaminationfrom aliased
M2 tidal errors is to be expected in SSH estimates at

34.8øN
because
I•.(f)l-• 0.65at thislatitude(Figure
4a). The propagatingsignalis strongestwestof 337øE
where its amplitude is 3-5 cm. The signalweakensbetween 337øE and 344øE and is present again east of of
344øE but is reducedto 2-4 cm amplitude and shifted in
phasewith respectto the signal in the western portion
of the figure.
A time-longitudesectionat 32.4øNis shownin Figure
8a. The zonal means have been removed and the data

have been high-passfiltered as describedabove. None
of the strong, eastwardpropagation at the M2 alias that
standardcorrections(electromagnetic
bias,ionospheric is presentin Figure 7c is apparent along32.4øN. At this
correction, tropospheric corrections,inversebarometer latitude,
I/•(f)l-• 0.06fortheM2constituent
(Figure

tion

and no TOPEX

data

are available.

All of the

correction,andsolidEarth tide correction)wereapplied 4a). There is evidencein Figure 8a for weakwestward
[Callahan,1993]. The resultingSSH data and the two propagationwith amplitude 2-4 cm and wavelengthand
ocean tide estimates provided on the GDRs were in- period corresponding
to the primary S2 alias (seeFigterpolated to a uniform, along-track grid with intervals ure 3b), althoughit is difficultto resolvethe 180ø waveof approximately 6 km. The GDR tide estimates are

from the "Cartwrightand Ray" model[Cartwrightand
Ray, 1990; Cartwrightet al., 1991]and the "enhanced
Schwiderski"
model[Schwiderski,
1980,1981;Callahan,
1993].The meanvalueoverthe 37 repeatvaluesof tide-

length of this alias with data spanningonly 60ø of longitude. There are other short-period signalsin Figure
8a that tend to obscurethe S2 alias. The presenceof
aliased S2 tidal errors is to be expected at this latitude,

because
I/•(f)l-• 0.8(Figure
4b).

corrected SSH data was calculated at each grid point
and removed from the data, yielding two sets of residual SSH data, one correspondingto each tide model.
Smoothed SSH estimates were made using the two
residual SSH data sets. The estimates span the first

Because32.4øN is a latitude where the aliasingof M•
signals is suppressed,it is possibleto induce aliasing
of any existing M2 tidal errors by constructingSSH estimates using only data from ascendingor descending

year of the TOPEX/POSEIDON missionat 10-dayin-

tic is near unit value in either of these cases. A zonal

tervals at each of 22 crossoverpoints between 290øE and
352øE along 34.8øN and 32.4øN in the North Atlantic.
The loesssmootherused half spans,s, of 6ø in latitude
and longitude and 30 days in time.

tracks[$chlaxand Chelton,1994]. The aliasingstatis-

and high-passfiltered time-longitudesectionat 32.4øN,
made using only data from descendingtracks is shown
in Figure 8b. There is a strong eastwardpropagating
signal at the primary M2 alias with amplitude 4-8 cm.
A time-longitude sectionalong 34.8øN, constructed As this propagationhas been inducedby subsampling
from the data corrected by the Schwiderskitide model, the raw data specifically to maximize the aliasing of
is shown in Figure 7a. There are no readily appar- any M2 tidal errors, it must be concludedthat both it
ent propagating signals in this figure becauseof the andthe eastwardp•ropagation
in Figure7c are aliased
complex interaction of signals spanning a broad range M2 tidal errors. IA(f)l -• 1 for the estimatesin Figof periods and wavelengths. A zonally coherentsig- ure 8b, so the aliasedsignal apparent there has greater
nal with nearly annual period is readily apparentand amplitude than the aliased signal observed in Figure
probably representsthe large-scaleseasonalcyclein this 7c,forwhichI,•(f)l -• 0.65.These
results
implythat
region. To focus on the shorter spatial scales of in- the M2 constituent for the Schwiderskimodel provided
terest in this section,the zonal signal was removedby on the TOPEX GDRs is in error by approximately 4-8
subtracting the zonal average of the smoothed SSH at cm in this region. Becausethere are no significantdata
each estimation time. The result is shown in Figure dropouts,the aliasingstatistic is nearly constantfor the
7b, where weak, eastward propagating signalsare ap- smoothedestimates comprisingeach of time-longitude
parent. With the exception of K1, all of the tidal con- sectionsshownhere. Any changesin the amplitude or
_
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Figure ?. (a) Time-longitudesectionalong34.8øNof smoothedSSHcorrectedby the Schwiderski
tide model, (b) Figure 7a with the zonal averageof SSH removedat eachestimationtime, and
(c) high-passfilteredversionof Figure 7b. The contourintervalis 5 cm for (a) and 2 cm for (b)
and (c). Solidand dashedcontoursdenoterespectively
positiveand negativevalues.
phase of the observedtidal error aliasing are therefore
the result of geographicalvariations in the tidal error,
or the interaction of real, short-period SSH variability
with

the aliased tidal

error.

For comparisonwith the SSH data corrected by the
Schwiderskimodel, a time-longitude section at 34.8øN
made using SSH corrected by the Cartwright and Ray
model is presentedas Figure 9, using the same filtering
applied in Figures 7c and 8. There are features that
are consistent with the primary M2 and S2 aliases between about 310øE and 325øE, but with much smaller
amplitude than in either of Figures 7 or 8. Any tidal

aliasingwest of 310øE is obscuredby other short-period
signals. The errors in the Cartwright and Ray tides in
this region are much smaller in amplitude than the errors in the Schwiderski model, especially for the M2
constituent.

5. Estimating
TOPEX

Residual Tidal Errors in

Data

With the possible exception of K1, the aliases of the
major tidal constituents are not likely to be misinterpreted as real oceanographic signals. The presenceof
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Figure 8. Time-longitude sectionsof smoothedSSH correctedby the Schwiderskitide model,
after removing the zonal averageof SSH at each estimation time and high-passfiltering as in

Figure7c, (a) along32.4øNusingall data and (b) along32.4øNusingonly data from descending
tracks. The contour interval is 2 cm. Solid and dashed contours denote positive and negative
values, respectively.
aliased tidal errors in TOPEX SSH data may nonetheless obscure the signals of interest. It is desireableto
reduce tidal errors by correcting SSH data using more
accurate

tide models.

Until

such models become avail-

able, the tidal errors must be empirically estimated and
removed prior to analysis.

Residual

tidal

errors

in the TOPEX

SSH data

are found to minimize
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can

be estimated by a simple, multivariate weighted least
squares procedure. Harmonics with the frequenciesof
the six major tidal constituentsare fit to the SSH data.
At each crossover,coe•cients ak and bk for k - 1, ..., 6
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Figure 9. Time-longitude section along 34.8øN of smoothed SSH corrected by the Cartwright
and Ray tide model, after removingthe zonal averageof SSH at each estimation time and highpass filtering as in Figure 7c. The contour interval is 2 cm. Solid and dashed contours denote
positive and negative values, respectively.
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amplitudes are in accordwith the amplitudesof the M2
alias apparent in Figures 7c, 8b, and 9. The S2 errors
from both models are 2-4 cm in amplitude.
The tidal errors estimated by this empirical method
may be removed from the SSH data prior to smoothing and forming time-longitudesections.The estimated

•-•(ak
cos(2•rfktj)
+bk
sin(2•rf•tj))l
. (6)

k=l

tidal error calculated

at each crossover is removed from

In the expression
above,xj, yj, andtj arethe longitude, all of the SSH data that comprise the smoothed eslatitude,and time of eachSSHdatumh(xj, yj, tj), re- timate for that crossover. Figure 11 shows corrected
spectively, and the f• are the frequenciesof the six tidal

time-longitude sectionsat 34.8øN for the Schwiderski

constituents
(seeTable1). The weightsw(xj,yj) used and Cartwright and Ray data. In this figure, zonal av-

here are defined by the tricubic function

w(xj,yj) -

[1-p(xj,yj)3]3

O_<p < l

o

erages have been subtracted and the data have been
high-passfiltered, as describedin the previoussection.
There is no evidencein Figure 11a of the aliasedresidual
M2 errors that dominate the uncorrected SSH estimates

where

x)

$y

is a normalized distance. The variables x and y are
the longitude and latitude of the estimation location,

respectively,and sx and sy are both set to be 6ø to

in Figure 7c. Similarly, there is no evidence in Figure
11b of the apparently aliased M2 and S2 tidal errors in
Figure 9. The SSH estimates from both data sets are
virtually identical after correcting for tidal error. Given
the effective removal of the aliased signals over most of
this time-longitude section, the remaining short-period
signals in the western part of this figure are likely of
nontidal origin.

correspondwith the spatial smoothing of the loessesti-

matesof SSH usedin section4. The outer sumin (6) is
taken over all data for which the weights are nonzero.

The conditionnumbers[Presset al., 1992]of the linear
systemscorresponding
to the leastsquaresproblem(6)
are all near unit value, so the coefficientsof the residual
tidal errors are fully resolvedby the 37 cyclesof data
used.

6. Westward
Data

From

the

Propagation
North

in TOPEX

Atlantic

Time-longitude sectionsof SSH in the North Atlantic

were studiedby Tokmakianand Challenor[1993]using data from Geosat. They found evidence for annual baroclinic Rossbywavesat 35øN and 30øN between

Estimates of the amplitudes of the M2 and S2 tidal errors for both the Cartwright and Ray- and Schwiderski- 315øEand 355øE.Schlaxand Chelton[1994]examined
Geosat data from the sameregion and concludedthat at
corrected SSH along 34.8øN and 32.4øN between longileast some of the westward propagation observedthere
tudes 290øE and 350øE are shown in Figure 10. The
was aliased M2 tidal error. None of the tidal aliases
errors of the Cartwright and Ray model for the M2 constituent are generally lessthan 2 cm in amplitude, while of TOPEX/POSEIDON can be confoundedwith the
Rossby wave propagation of interest in the North Atthe M2 errors from the Schwiderskimodel are nearly 3
lantic, so the question of whether or not Rossby waves
times as large over most of this region. These estimated
exist there can easily be resolved using TOPEX data.
The time-longitude sections discussed below were
(a)
constructed using the smoothing methods that produced Figure 7a. The data are corrected for tides by
the
Cartwright and Ray model and tidal errors have
•
4
•
been estimated and removed using the method of section 5. In order to isolate the long-period Rossbywaves
0
of interest here, the smoothed estimates of SSH were
filtered in space and time. Signalswith periods shorter
than 100 days and wavelengthslonger than 20ø of longitude were removed by independent application of loess
smoothersalong the temporal and spatial axes.
In Figure 12 are four filtered time-longitude sections
along the latitudes 37.1øN, 34.8øN, 32.4øN, and 29.4øN,
0
spanningthe longitude range 290øE to 350øE. All four
2go
300
310
320
330
340
350
plots show clear evidence for westward propagation.
Longitude
Each time-longitude section is characterized by lowFigure 10. Amplitudes of empirical estimates of the amplitude signalsin the east, and higher SSH variability
residualM2 (solidlines)and S2 (dashedlines)tide er- toward the west. The westward propagating signalsare
rors in the time-longitudesectionsalong (a) 34.8øN obscuredin the far western regions along each latitude,
and (b) 32.4øN. Thin lines denoteresidualsfrom the possibly a result of the influence of meanders of the
Schwiderski model and heavy lines denote residuals Gulf Stream extension. At 37.1øN, 32.4øN, and 29.4øN,
from the Cartwright and Ray model.
there is weak evidence of westward propagation in the
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Figure 11. Time-longitudesectionsalong34.8øNof smoothedSSH with residualtide errors
removed,after removingthe zonalaverageof SSHat eachestimationtime andhigh-pass
filtering

as in Figure7c for (a) SSHdata corrected
by the Schwiderski
tide modeland (b) SSHdata
correctedby the CartwrightandRay tide model.The contourintervalis 2 cm. Solidanddashed
contoursdenote positive and negativevalues,respectively.
low-amplitude areas. At 34.8øN any existingwestward
propagatingsignalsare obscured,possiblyby meddies
that originate from the outflow of the Mediterranean
Sea [Stammeret al., 1991]. The maximumamplitude
of the wavelike features at each latitude increases to the
north from 2-3 cm at 29.4øN to 6-8 cm at 37.1øN.

The locations of the crossoverpoints for the timelongitude sectionsare superimposedon the bathymetry
of the North Atlantic in Figure 13. Comparisonof Figure 12 with Figure 13 demonstratesthat the boundary betweenlow- and high-amplitudevariability at each
latitude is roughly coincident with the location of the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge. To clarify the relationship between the variability of the SSH in Figure 12 and the
bathymetry in the North Atlantic, the RMS variability of the smoothed and filtered SSH at each latitude
is plotted along with the bathymetric profile in Figure
14. The increaseof SSH variability is clearly associated
with the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, but the detailed nature of
that associationchangeswith latitude. At 37.1øN and
29.4øN, the amplitude of SSH variability increasesat
the western edge of the Ridge. The increasesat 34.8øN
and 32.4ø begin along the eastern flank of the Ridge.
The periods of the propagating signalsin Figure 12

are not distinguishablefrom annualin the 360-dayspan
of the data analyzed here. The short time span of the
data also preventsdeterminationof the phasespeeds
with great precision.The phasespeedswerecrudelyestimated from straightlinessubjectivelyfit to the largest
amplitudecrestsand troughsin Figure 12. From north

to south,the estimatedphasespeedsare (in centimeters
per second):3.7, 3.6, 3.3, and 4.6.
In the long-wavelengthlimit, the zonal phasespeed

forfirst-mode
baroclinic
Rossby
waves
isc• • -fiR•,
where fi is the meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter and R1 is the first baroclinic Rossby radius of

deformation[Gill, 1982]. The Rossbyradiusat middle latitudes is generallyconsideredto be about 30 km,
with a corresponding
phasespeedof 2 cm/s to the west.
If/•1 is indeed approximately30 km in the North Atlantic, the phasespeedscalculatedfrom Figure 12 are
larger than expected.Valuesof/•1 associatedwith the
estimatedphasevelocitiesrangefrom 41 km to 48 km.
These are consistentlyhigher than the climatological
Rossbyradii determinedby Emery et al. [1984]but
agreewell with the valueof 45 km obtainedby KSseet
al. [1985].
The SSH data presentedin Figure 12 suggestthat
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Figure 12. Filtered time-longitudesectionsof smoothedSSH (a) along37.1øN,(b) 34.8øN,(c)
32.4øN,and (d) 29.4øN.The contourintervalis 2 cm. Solidand dashedcontoursdenotepositive
and negative values, respectively.

Rossbywaveswith very small amplitudesmay exist east
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and that Rossbywaveswith
amplitudes in the range 2-8 cm do exist on the western

sideof the Ridge. Gerdesand Wiibber[1991]suggesta
mechanismby which Rossbywavesgenerated along the
eastern boundary of the North Atlantic are amplified
by interaction with the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Further
investigationof the descriptivedetails and the dynamical basis for the annual period, westward propagation
observedin Figure 12 is not appropriate here, given the
limited duration of the data set and the scope of this
paper.

[1994]that someof the westwardpropagationoberved
by Tokmakianand Challenor[1993]in Geosatdata was
aliased M2 tide error. East of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
most of the westward propagationwas aliasedM2 tidal
error. West of the Ridge, the westward propagation
evident in Geosat data was a combination of real Rossby
waves and aliased M2 tidal error. These two regimes

are easily distinguishedin TOPEX data becauseof the
aliasing characteristicsof the M2 tide for the TOPEX
orbit.

7.

Discussion

and

Conclusions

The results of this section, in particular, the areas of

low RMS variability observedeast of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge, support the conclusionof $chlax and Chelton

Alias periods and wavelengths for the M2, S2, N2,
K1, O1, and P1 tidal constituentshave been calculated
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for TOPEX/POSEIDON. It is shownthat there is an
infinite number of alias wavelengthsfor each tidal constituent. In practice, those aliases with wavelengths
much shorter than the longitudinal separation of the
ground tracks are unlikely to appear in SSH data. Alias
wavelengths calculated in previous studies are shown
to be in error and are compared with those calculated
correctly. With the exception of the K1 constituent,

noneof the tidal aliasesfor TOPEX/POSEIDON have
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Figure 14. Root-mean-squarevariation of the filtered
smoothed SSH from the time-longitude sectionsof Fig-

ure 12 (solidlines),andbathymetry(dashedlines),versuslongitude(a) along37.1øN,(b) 34.8øN,(c) 32.4øN,
and (d) 29.4øN.

periods greater than 90 days and are unlikely to be
confounded with long-period sea surface height signals associated with real ocean processes. In particular, the correspondencebetween the periods and wavelengths of the primary M2 alias and annual baroclinic
Rossby waves that plagued Geosat sea surface height

The presenceof the short-wavelengthsecondaryaliases and the complicated spatial variation of the aliasing
potential clearly require that tidal error be recognized

data is avoided. TOPEX/POSEIDON data will be

and removed

useful for confirming the existence of Rossby waves
that have been discoveredin previous studies based on
Geosat data. While the existence of short-wavelength
secondary aliases can complicate the interpretation of
SSH data in studies of smaller scalesof variability, the
amount of smoothing required to produce SSH fields

studying short-period, small-scaleoceanographicprocesses. The desireable way to achieve this is through
the application of more accurate tide models. Until
new tide models are available, tide error must be estimated and removedby empirical methods. A weighted
least squaresmethod for estimating and removingresid-

with uniform error [Cheltonand $chlax,1994]will ef-

ual tidal errorsfrom TOPEX/POSEIDON seasurface

fectively filter out all but the primary aliases.
The potential for aliasing residual tidal errors in
smoothedestimates of sea surfaceheight was calculated
for the six tidal constituents. The potential for aliasing the lunar tidal constituents M2, N2, and O1 fluc-

height data was presented. The method apparently
works well but should be consideredonly as a temporary measurefor correctingtidal errors until improved

tuates

with

latitude

and is different

for estimates

made

from

SSH data

that

are to be used for

tide models are available.

The analysis presented here confirms the existence
of westward propagation in the North Atlantic. There
is weak evidence for westward propagation east of the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and clear evidence for such propagation west of the Ridge. Most of the propagation
east of the Ridge observed by Tokmakian and Chal-

at the crossoversof ascending and descendingground
tracks than for estimates at the midpoints between
crossovers. At crossovers,the potential for aliasing
these constituents decreasesas the amount of smoothing
applied to the data increases.At midpoints, increasing lenor [1993]in GeosatSSH data was aliasedM2 tidal
the smoothing may increase tidal error aliasing. The error. It seemslikely that baroclinic Rossbywaves expotential for aliasingthe solar tidal constituentsS2, K1, ist in the North Atlantic and that the Mid-Atlantic

and P1 varies slowlywith latitude and doesnot depend Ridge plays an important role in generatingor modistrongly on the amount of smoothing applied. S2 is fying those waves. A more thorough investigationof
strongly aliased for latitudes within 50 degreesof the the relationship between westward propagating waves
equator, while K1 and P1 are only weakly aliasedin and bathymetry is presentlyunderwayas part of a more
comprehensive
analysisof TOPEX/POSEIDON data.
that range.
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